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Executive Summary

This is the first in a series of Policy Exchange reports that will show how a new
approach to welfare reform can finally make inroads into welfare dependency in
Britain. It will focus on the welfare system regarding ‘jobseekers’, leaving future
reports to discuss whether and how the principles might be applied to those
inactive due to disability or caring responsibilities.

Over the last 65 years the role of personal responsibility and self-reliance has
been diminished in the British welfare state. In its place welfare dependency and
the concept of a right to welfare have grown. A recent DWP report clearly
demonstrated this. It found that 11% of benefit claimants ‘feel fully justified being
on benefits and believe they have discovered that life without the added
complication of work has much to recommend it’. Another 9% felt that ‘to work
or claim benefits is simply a choice individuals should be free to make – there is
no right or wrong about it’. A further 11% felt that ‘job search is less urgent as
they make the most of the benefits of not working’. 

This belief in a right to welfare has, in part, been driven by government policy.
There is no longer a clear link between the National Insurance Contributions
people make and the benefits they can receive and the last 15 years of welfare
reform has placed more and more emphasis on the state ‘making work pay’. While
this makes economic sense, there are limits to how far this approach can go in a
fundamentally means tested system. Furthermore it has the downside that it has
put responsibility on the state to provide incentives to work rather than making
it the responsibility of the individual to move off benefits and take work where it
is available. 

Even before the recession, four million working age people were dependent on
benefits and three-quarters of these benefit claimants were not actively looking
for work or participating in any employment support programme. Now with 3.9
million workless households, 5.4 million working age individuals living in these
households and the welfare bill rising steadily, policy makers have accepted that
something needs to be done.1,2 The approach of the Coalition, through the
introduction of Universal Credit and the Work Programme, is likely to make some
progress in helping some families into work. In particular, the increased
simplicity that the Universal Credit will bring will help people to see the extent
to which work pays and reduce opportunities for fraud and error. 

While these steps are positive they will not, on their own, drive the change in
attitudes and reduction in worklessness that is necessary. Universal Credit is
expected to bring 300,000 workless households into work.3 However, this leaves
another 3.6 million households still workless. Even in those cases where
households move into work, it is expected that many will only be doing a small
number of hours per week and will still be largely dependent on benefits for their
income. For this reason, a plan for the next steps in welfare reform is needed.
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A key problem of the reforms set out by the Coalition is that they do not
recognise the limits of making work pay and do not really tackle the underlying
attitude of a right to welfare. To really start to change attitudes, the balance
between the conditions claimants need to fulfil to claim benefits (often called
‘conditionality’) and the support they receive needs to be changed. International
evidence also suggests that the application of such conditions is the most
successful and cost effective way of increasing the chances of the unemployed
moving into work. However, the current set of reforms does little to increase what
is required of claimants. Iain Duncan Smith has recently stated that ‘...the
principles behind that conditionality haven’t really changed, and won’t change as
we go forward’. 

This is in spite of the fact that recent research has suggested that Jobseekers
Allowance (JSA) claimants spend as little as eight minutes a day searching for
work. With such little time spent looking for work, it is not surprising that the
DWP research found that a large portion of claimants were happy to live a life on

benefits: the prospect of low wage work
and a full working week is unattractive
compared to the receipt of benefits and
little effort to find work. 

Other research has shown that while
sanctions are notionally applied when
conditionality requirements are not
adhered to, these sanctions can be so

small that claimants sometimes do not realise that they have been sanctioned.
Overall, the bark of the current sanctions regime is a lot worse than its bite. In
such circumstances, we cannot expect the system to have a genuine effect on
behaviour.4 Overall, this means that in practice, very little is required of benefit
claimants in return for the benefit they receive and, over time, this has led to the
growth of the belief in a right to welfare highlighted above.

For these reasons, if we are to be successful in tackling the growing problem
of welfare dependency in Britain, the next steps in welfare reform need to adopt
a new approach. We believe there are five areas where urgent reforms are needed
in order to address the failings of the welfare state and to deliver a modern welfare
system with personal responsibility and self-reliance at its heart: 

1) Doing more for benefit: Conditions on claimants should be increased so that
more time each week has to be spent engaging in job search. The ambition
should be that job search becomes more like the typical 35 hour week of those
in employment. This should apply for all of those in receipt of state benefits
(including in-work recipients). This means that conditionality should be
about helping people move to become totally self-reliant and free from state
support, not just moving people into 16 hour jobs. For some groups this
might involve a workfare placement.

2) Work-first and ‘preferred work’: The length of time some claimants can
spend searching for their ‘preferred work’ should be reduced. Those claimants
who do not qualify for contribution-based JSA should be required to search
for any work from day one of their claim, rather than the current situation
where they are allowed to turn down non-preferred jobs for the first 12
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weeks. As a general rule, where people claiming welfare are capable of
working, they should be required to look for work and to accept employment
when it is offered, even if it pays no more than their welfare benefit.

3) Effective sanctions: Sanctions need to become a stronger tool for influencing
the behaviour of those who fail to fulfil activity conditions. Instead of
impacting on only one part of one benefit, they should be more closely related
to total benefit eligibility. They should not necessarily be topped up by other
government payments. To ensure that dependents are not negatively affected,
innovative solutions need to be developed. For instance claimants who are
sanctioned might have their benefits paid through smart cards that limit the
sorts of goods that can be bought. Managed payments for rent and bills and
the use of non-financial sanctions might also be considered.

4) Reinstating a link between contributions and benefit receipt: In order to
re-establish a ‘something for something’ approach, a stronger link needs to be
created between the National Insurance Contributions (NICs) individuals
make and the benefits they can receive if they fall on hard times. This could
include stronger conditionality for those without a contribution record and
higher benefit levels for those who have contributed. The Government should
widen their consultation on NICs and income tax to investigate this area. This
should explore innovative solutions like the creation of a personal welfare
account, funded from NICs, that could replace contributory JSA and sit above
Universal Credit.

5) Segmentation and early referral:To ensure that claimants who are unlikely to
find work on their own are not left on benefit for extended periods of time,
we need to find better ways of segmenting and fast-tracking claimants to the
Work Programme. Doing this would ensure that those who need the most
help are transferred to the Work Programme quickly and receive intensive
support to get back to work. Ways in which contracts can incentivise Work
Programme providers not to ‘park’ hard-to-help claimants should also be
explored.

Some of the areas of reform we suggest will not be popular with some groups.
They would increase links between contribution history and benefit receipt;
require claimants to do more in order to be eligible for benefit; and place tougher
sanctions on those claimants that choose not to comply with the requirements
placed on them.

However, while they will be unpopular with some, evidence from two polls
commissioned by Policy Exchange shows that the approach is strongly supported
by the British public. In particular the public are supportive of increased
requirements on jobseekers. Half of people thought that benefit claimants should
spend in excess of three hours a day engaged in job seeking activities, and this
support for stronger conditionality also extends to workfare. Nearly 80% of
people thought that ‘people who have been out of work for 12 months or more,
who are physically and mentally capable of undertaking a job, should be required
to do community work in order to keep their state benefits’.

Our survey found support for a contribution-based welfare system: 51% of people
(compared to 44% against) thought that ‘state benefits should only be provided to
those in need, and who have previously paid national insurance and taxes’.
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People also believe that returning to work should be an obligation for benefit
claimants, even if the financial incentives are weak. Our poll found that 70% of
Britons thought that ‘jobseekers should lose their unemployment benefits if they
turn down job offers ... even if it means the job offers the same or less than the
unemployment benefits they receive’. This support spread across all sections of
society and across the political spectrum. 

People also thought that those who do not comply with conditions placed on
them should be more heavily sanctioned. When asked about the appropriate size
for the sanction, one in five of those interviewed thought that claimants subject
to a sanction ‘should lose all their benefits, regardless of what hardship it causes’.
Nearly half of people interviewed thought that claimants who were subject to a
sanction should receive a ‘substantial (50%) cut in benefit income’. This would be
a far larger sanction than most people experience at present.

Our proposals for a new direction in welfare reform address these problems
and are supported by the British public. If taken forward they would re-introduce
self-reliance at the centre of the welfare system, while still protecting the most
vulnerable and providing the intensive support they need. This Research Report
outlines the basis of this new approach to welfare. Future reports in this series will
outline in more detail both how our approach should be used to reduce welfare
dependency and why it is fair.

8 |      policyexchange.org.uk
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Introduction

‘As soon as no physical or other compulsion exists, labour is shunned like the plague’
Karl Marx (1844)5

The UK has now had nearly 15 years of Government trying to ‘make work pay’
through a system of in-work financial support (tax credits). This makes economic
sense: making work pay ensures that benefit claimants get more money in work than
they can receive from out-of-work state support and therefore have the incentive to
go to work. However, the approach has the significant side-effect that as well as
providing out-of-work support to unemployed or inactive families, the state must
now also provide in-work support to many families, thereby increasing vastly the
numbers of families dependent on the welfare state. This has raised the cost of the
welfare system to levels never seen before and has shifted the terms of the debate on
‘rights and responsibilities’ by committing the Government to ensure that jobs pay
for benefit claimants, rather than requiring claimants to take any available work. 

There is also a question mark over both the success of these policies in
delivering significant reductions in worklessness and the likely sustainability of
the approach in the future. There are currently 5.4 million working age people
living in workless households in Britain,6 and 1.9 million children live in these
workless households.7 Over 2.6 million people have been on out-of-work benefits
for over half of the last decade8 and there are now 6.4 million families in receipt
of tax credits.9 Despite tens of billions of pounds of expenditure, improvement in
employment rates have been disappointing for those that tax credits are aimed at:
employment rates for lone parents now stand at around 55% and for those with
relatively low qualifications the rate is 61% (compared to nearly 80% for those
with 5 A*-C GSCEs or above). A recent OECD study shows that despite relatively
high expenditure, child poverty rates in the UK are still relatively high.10

With these figures in mind, the time has come to assess whether the current
approach to welfare is working, or whether this shift in responsibilities has
contributed to a declining work ethic in the UK work force. 

Recent press coverage certainly suggests that the latter is the case. The Sunday
Times recently highlighted the views of one well known celebrity chef who
thought that young British people were ‘too wet to work’.11 The article quoted
him as saying that ‘...physical graft and grunt is something this [British]
generation is struggling with’. The same article quoted a young unemployed man
as saying that ‘our generation is lazy. We don’t put the effort into getting the job
we should’ and that after several weeks of unemployment he was no longer
applying for jobs because he was ‘not motivated enough’.

This sort of attitude was also reflected in a recent BBC documentary that
highlighted the trend of immigrant workers filling jobs that the British
unemployed refused to do:
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‘A squash farmer called Cam Allen, when asked why he had employed only three Englishmen
as pickers among the hundreds of east Europeans, said: “We’ve a job to get anyone else to do the
work. The rates of pay are above the minimum wage. It’s just finding the people to do this type
of work we’ve got.”

Cut to a group of strapping lads leaving the Peterborough dole office, being asked by the same
reporter why they wouldn’t go for the £7 an hour offered by Farmer Allen: “No, mate, I’d rather
sign on than do that”; “I don’t want to work in, like, no cornfield”; “I don’t want to work with
a load of foreigners.”’12

While the acceptance of available work remains a condition of receipt of
unemployment benefit, these young men in Peterborough clearly believed they
had a right to stay on welfare rather than pick crops in nearby farms. Another
recent BBC documentary13 focussed explicitly on long-term youth unemployed
and highlighted on more than one occasion the claimants stating that, although
jobs were available, ‘they weren’t the kind of jobs’ they wanted.

While not true of all claimants – many still find work quickly and do
everything they can to leave benefit – these accounts point to an attitude that
seems to be becoming a more common theme. Evidence from a recent
Department of Work and Pensions report reinforces this conclusion. It found that
11% of benefit claimants ‘feel fully justified being on benefits and believe they
have discovered that life without the added complication of work has much to
recommend it’. Another 9% felt that ‘to work or claim benefits is simply a choice
individuals should be free to make – there is no right or wrong about it’. A further
11% felt that ‘job search is less urgent as they make the most of the benefits of
not working.14 In short, nearly a third of claimants feel relatively happy being on
benefits and have little motivation to find work.

It seems that there is a significant segment of individuals in receipt of
unemployment benefits who feel they have the right to stay on benefit until they
find a job that fits their expectations of both job type and pay. This attitude is
damaging. Researchers state that it is in people’s interest to accept work rather
than stay on benefits. Not only does employment increase their income, but it
brings them into contact with other people, raises their self-esteem, makes them
happier and provides their children with positive role models. All of this is true.
But even if none of it were true, the state should still require those who are
capable of working to do so when jobs are available. There is a basic moral
principle that you should do whatever you can to support yourself and your
dependents, rather than relying on support from other people. 

This means that the concept of ‘an acceptable job’ or of signing on being an
alternative to supporting yourself when you are able to, should not exist. This
view is supported by the British public. New evidence from an Ipsos MORI poll
commissioned by Policy Exchange shows that nearly 70% of Britons thought that
‘jobseekers should lose their unemployment benefits if they turn down job
offers...even if it means the job offers the same or less than the unemployment
benefits they receive’.

However, over time, the principle of taking any available job has been
neglected, as the ‘making work pay’ principle has grown and job seekers have
started to feel able to pick and choose what jobs they should go for. This is most
obviously highlighted by a recent YouGov poll for the Sunday Times that found
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that 62% of people thought that ‘most young people in Britain are not willing to
work hard’.15 In short, a belief of a right to welfare has grown over time and we
are in danger of seeing this attitude being passed down from generation to
generation.

Reforms of the welfare state currently going through Parliament will attempt
to iron out some of the problems of the making work pay approach (making sure
that all jobs pay, and making the system simpler). However, they will continue
with the theme of the last 15 years. We think that these reforms will be successful
in pushing those on the margins of work towards work, but they are unlikely to
bring about the change in attitude needed to really start to tackle the problems of
worklessness that the UK is facing.

This is the first in a new series of reports on welfare reform from Policy
Exchange. The series will focus on the welfare system regarding ‘jobseekers’,
leaving future reports to discuss whether and how the principles might be applied
to those inactive due to disability or caring responsibilities. We will argue that this
is the right place to focus to begin to tackle welfare dependency and that the next
steps in welfare reform will need a new approach to welfare. This must bring
about a change in attitude that begins with jobseekers and spreads more widely.
The approach must challenge the growing perception of a ‘right to welfare’. In
Chapter 4 we set out five areas where urgent reforms are needed. 

Tackling these areas would bring policy closer to a modern version of the
underlying principles upon which the welfare state was founded. It would reduce
the reliance on ‘making work pay’ and strengthen the role of personal
responsibility in the welfare state. But it would also recognise the new challenges
and risks that people face and provide support and assistance to those in need.
Future reports in the series will outline our proposals in more detail, show how
they can be effective in reducing welfare dependency and set out why they are
fair.
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1
Three Core Principles of Welfare

Reform

Any attempt to reform the welfare state needs to be led by the principles upon
which it is based. We propose three basic principles for a modern welfare state.

The principle of self-reliance

Imagine you fall on hard times and need financial assistance. You approach your
friends and family who offer to help you out until you get on your feet again. A
short while later you are offered work, but the job pays no more than you are
currently receiving from your family and friends. You explain to them that
although you have been offered this work, you have decided not to take it since
it will leave you no better off than you are currently, living on their donations and
it is not the kind of thing you are looking for. 

They would, of course, be furious if you made such a decision and it is unlikely
that you would ever act in this way. Rather, living off the support of family and
friends, you would do everything possible to regain your self-reliance as quickly
as possible. Not because it makes you better off, nor because it boosts your
self-esteem, or brushes up your skills, or gets you out of the house, or sets a good
example to your kids. You would do it because you know it is wrong to continue
to exploit their goodwill once you are in a position to help yourself. Accepting
work is the right thing to do. 

If this is the right thing to do when you know the people who are supporting
you, how much more compelling is this principle when the people supporting
you are complete strangers? If living off voluntary donations from family and
friends when work is available is unacceptable, how much more unacceptable is
it to choose to live off tax revenues levied compulsorily from people you do not
know? 

Public opinion certainly recognises an obligation of those people accepting
welfare benefits to work if they can. We have already highlighted evidence from
our poll that showed that the vast majority of Britons thought jobseekers should
be required to take jobs even if it paid the same or less than benefits. This is
supported by previous evidence from a YouGov poll at the end of September 2010
that found that 82% of Britons support cutting benefits for claimants who refuse
jobs, while only 8% oppose it.16 An Ipsos MORI poll in May 2010 also found that
60% of respondents thought that ‘people who refuse the offer of a job should not
be allowed state benefits, regardless of their personal circumstances.’ Only 29%
disagree with this.17



This highlights striking support for the principle of self reliance: people who
are capable of working and looking after themselves and their dependents should
do so, even if the financial rewards are weak.

The principle of less eligibility
Some people feel uncomfortable about making requirements of welfare claimants.
We all share disturbing folk memories about the history of conditional welfare
relief in this country. We shudder at the image of the Victorian workhouse, with
strict work discipline as a condition of receiving food and lodging, and many of
us have heard stories from the 1920s of claimants being required to tramp the
streets searching for non-existent jobs in order to qualify for the dole. These
experiences make us worry about stigmatising claimants by linking poverty
relief to work requirements. It is more comfortable and less confrontational to
provide an unconditional system of aid
where anybody in need of support gets
help as a right.

There is, however, a problem with
paying welfare as an unconditional
right. The OECD have highlighted that
such an approach inevitably encourages
some degree of fraud and/or voluntary inactivity, which can persist for
generations. They argued that ‘a simple income guarantee with no conditions
attached could result in very high rates of benefit dependency and the possibility
of a downward spiral of weak work incentives and declining employability’.18 In
essence, because an unconditional, rights-based welfare system pays people to do
nothing, it encourages the very dependency it is meant to be solving.

To counter this, the welfare system must be such that being in work is always
more attractive than being on benefits. This is referred to as the principle of ‘less
eligibility.’ The approaches of the 1920s and the Victorians are clearly outdated
and no-one would recommend the re-introduction of such measures. However, a
modern version of the principle of ‘less eligibility’ is sound: it should not be
possible to live a better life on benefits than others in work who would also be
eligible for the same benefits. 

The principle of genuine need
The principle of less eligibility makes sense but it also creates its own problems
insofar as it deters those in genuine need from seeking help. The whole point of
a welfare system is to protect vulnerable people from deprivation – this is the
principle of ‘genuine need’. However, the more focus that is placed on ‘less
eligibility’, the more unattractive welfare becomes, and the more difficult it is to
claim it. This might mean that more people with genuine need may be dissuaded
from asking for it. 

Significant numbers of genuinely needy people were undoubtedly deterred
from seeking help in the mid-Victorian period because of the ‘fear and contempt’
with which they regarded the system of poor relief.19 Similarly in the 1920s, the
‘genuinely seeking work’ condition was bitterly resented by men who felt they
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were being punished when there were no jobs for them to do. In our own time,
critics of welfare reforms in the USA worry that, while they have resulted in a
dramatic fall in the number of claimants, some needy families have been pushed
off benefit and have been left with no form of assistance and disconnected from
contact with the state and wider society.20

This has been the enduring dilemma of welfare policy since the inception of
the welfare state. On the one hand, we want to ensure that people who cannot
look after themselves get the help they need; on the other, we want to limit
assistance to those who genuinely need it and to reward those who work. The
problem with unconditional welfare is that it encourages people who could work
to claim benefits instead, making the problem of joblessness and poverty worse
rather than better. The problem with making welfare conditional, on the other
hand, is that it may deter those who really need help from applying for it.

Striking a balance
Any attempt to reconcile this tension needs to embrace and balance the three core
principles outlined above:

 People who are incapable of looking after themselves should be cared for at a
decent level (the ‘genuine need’ principle);

 People who are capable of working and looking after themselves and their
dependents should do so, even if the financial rewards are weak (the
‘self-reliance’ principle); and

 People who work should normally enjoy a more desirable lifestyle than those
who are able to work but rely on welfare benefits (the ‘less eligibility’
principle).

There is nothing new or startling about these three principles. They have
underpinned every attempt to develop or reform the state welfare system in
England since Elizabethan times. Balancing them, however, has proved to be a
recurring problem. Since World War II, the need principle has been strengthened
while the less eligibility principle has grown weaker and the ‘self reliance’
principle has been consumed by ‘state reliance’ in making work pay. The result has
been the growth of mass dependency reflecting a failure to balance these three
principles and the growth of a rights-based welfare system where the emphasis is
on Government having to make work pay. The next chapter provides more detail
on the drivers of this growth in the ‘rights-based’ welfare system.
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2
The Evolution of a ‘Right’ to

Welfare

This chapter documents the growth of the rights-based welfare system up to 2010.
Reforms recently announced by the Coalition are then assessed in Chapter 3.

The erosion of the contributory principle
During the 19th century, it was common for working class families to make their
own welfare arrangements. Millions of workers voluntarily insured themselves
and their families against loss of earnings either by buying commercial insurance
policies or by joining mutual, friendly societies. Claims for assistance were closely
monitored by company assessors, in the case of the former or by fellow lodge
members in the case of the latter. This decentralised and personalised surveillance
system generally ensured that aid was limited to those who really needed it.21

When David Lloyd George introduced a compulsory state health and
unemployment insurance scheme in 1911, he modelled it on these existing
voluntary schemes by explicitly tying benefit entitlements to contributions.
People in need could seek help but only if they had been working and paying into
the system. Government officials would ensure that any claims were legitimate.
But this state insurance system fell apart in the 1920s under the burden of mass
unemployment. Many unemployed people either ran out of entitlements, or were
never covered by the national insurance scheme and had to be bailed out by doles
from the old Poor Law boards of guardians. 

Despite this failure, William Beveridge resurrected the insurance principle in
his plans for the post-war welfare state in the 1940s. Like Lloyd George, he
thought it was important that people should not come to expect something for
nothing and insisted that benefits should be earned through national insurance
contributions. Basic subsistence payments (‘national assistance,’ which had
replaced Poor Law doles in 1934) would be made available as a last resort for
those who had not paid in or had run out of entitlement. Beveridge wanted these
back-up payments kept at subsistence level, so they would not undermine the
desire to work, and he thought behavioural conditions should be attached to
them, so claimants would make every effort to return to self-reliance as quickly
as possible.22

But just as Lloyd George’s system failed, so Beveridge’s revamp never worked in
the way he had intended. Over the last 65 years, under governments from across
the political spectrum, the distinction between earned benefits and unearned
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welfare payments has been eroded and what is effectively a universal and largely
unconditional right to assistance has taken its place. The cultural legacy of the
insurance principle has survived, however, as people still believe they have ‘paid
in’ for benefits to which they are ‘entitled’. Britain also notionally still has
contributory and income-based benefits. This suggests potential differences in
eligibility for those who have made sufficient national insurance contributions,
and those who have not. However, in practice, the levels of benefit for
contributory and income-based benefits are the same. 

This means that Britain is one of a very few OECD countries today where
claimants with no record of work-based contributions receive the same value of
cash benefits as those who have built up insurance entitlements.23 Recent reforms,
including changes to contributory ESA and the new single level state pension,
have continued to erode the contributory principle.

This situation undermines the notion of personal responsibility and
emphasises reliance on state support rather than self-reliance. It is also not how
the majority of the British public believe the welfare state should be run. New
evidence from an Ipsos MORI poll commissioned by Policy Exchange shows that
51% of people (compared to 44% against) thought that ‘state benefits should only
be provided to those in need, and who have previously paid national insurance
and taxes’.

The use of time limits, conditionality and activation
One implication of the erosion of insurance-based benefits is that there is no time
limit built into our system of working-age benefits. This means that in Britain, the
amount of time somebody spends on benefits makes little difference to the
amount of money they receive. Although contributory benefits for jobseekers end
after six months, these are simply replaced by income-based benefits, paid at the
same rate. The only difference is that income-based benefits are subject to a means
test, whereas contributory benefits are not. 

This is not the case in other countries. For instance, in the USA, federal
Unemployment Insurance runs out after 26 weeks (although this was extended
during the recession), and those who are still without work after that must rely on
federal food stamps and a patchwork system of state and voluntary sector aid. Not
surprisingly, job search activity intensifies as the 26 week deadline approaches.24

Through much of Europe too, insured benefits run out after a certain time, after
which claimants revert to what is usually a less generous, non-contributory,
alternative payment. Evidence from Europe showing an increase in job-finding
when benefits run out is also compelling. For example, Katz and Meyer25 find that
exit rates from unemployment are about 80% higher in the week preceding benefit
expiration and Card and Levine26 find the exit rate to be about twice the size.
Another recent study by van Ours and Boone27 found that ‘the spike in the job
finding rate suggests that workers exploit unemployment insurance benefits for
subsidized leisure’. The lack of an effective time limit in the UK means that
claimants can continue to exploit the system in this way indefinitely.

In order to try to prevent people from remaining indefinitely on benefits and
in the absence of such time limits, the British system imposes activity conditions
– ‘conditionality’ – progressively as claim periods lengthen. These conditions have
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been gradually introduced into our benefits system over the last 25 years. For
jobseekers the introduction of Jobseekers Allowance (JSA) in 1996 signalled the
clearest increase in conditionality as it introduced a specific requirement on
claimants to be both available for, and actively seeking work and to undertake at
least three ‘job-related activities’ each week (e.g. speaking to employers, obtaining
information about job vacancies, writing a CV, or making job applications). 

Evidence from pilots changing the rules in JSA suggests that, compared to a
system that relaxes some of these requirements, the JSA system is effective at
removing large numbers of claimants from benefits very quickly.28 For instance,
not requiring claimants to sign on at Jobcentres for the first 13 weeks of their
claim was associated with an increase in expected duration on benefit of over six
days. International evidence also suggests that systems that monitor jobsearch
activity of claimants are effective at increasing flows off benefit.29 This result is
also echoed by recent academic research.30

However, this evidence does not mean that we cannot go further. In practice,
JSA claimants only have to attend a Jobcentre Plus once every fortnight, and
demonstrate to an advisor that they have been seeking work. These interviews
tend to last around 15 minutes and follow a standard script – there is neither
the time nor the resources to effectively challenge the claimants claims to have
been seeking work. Policy Exchange has previously cited evidence that job
search conditions are also not always imposed vigorously or consistently and
that few claimants believe their benefit will be stopped if they do not search
diligently for a job. It concluded that job search requirements are not properly
enforced and that there is no effective mechanism to check whether claimants
are actually looking for work.31 Little has changed since then and recent
evidence finds that job seekers spend as little as eight minutes a day searching
for work, clearly underlining the lack of conditionality that they face in
practice.32

The current system also allows all claimants to restrict the types of work that
they look for in the first 12 weeks of their claim. It is only from week 13 that
claimants are required to accept any available work. By then the average claimant
will have received almost £2000 of financial support in a combination of benefits
from the state.33

Following the 13th week of a JSA claim, claimants are required to open up
their job search to consider a wider range of jobs. Aside from this, as length of
claim increases, little extra conditionality is applied until claimants are passed
onto more intensive job search support of the Labour government’s flexible
New Deal programme or, from now on, the new Work Programme. The New
Deals meant that JSA claimants who had been on benefits for 12 months could
be required to attend courses on writing job applications and preparing CVs,
undertake short periods of work experience, or engage in other work-related
or training activities designed to increase their employability. Those under 25
were required to join the Community Task Force for up to 25 hours of work
experience per week. 

Although evidence on the direct impact of participation in these programmes
on job-finding is mixed, the indirect effects are much larger since imposition of
activity conditions has reduced welfare dependency by discouraging other people
from claiming. Judged by this criterion the compulsory New Deal programmes
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have had some impact.34 They are also conditions that the British public agree
with. In fact, new evidence from an Ipsos MORI poll commissioned by Policy
Exchange shows that the public think that these conditions should go further. A
total of 79% of people think that ‘people who have been out of work for 12
months or more, who are physically and mentally capable of undertaking a job,
should be required to do community work in order to keep their state benefits’.
This support spread across all sections of society and across the political spectrum

and shows a striking level of support for
workfare type arrangements for
claimants who have been long-term
unemployed.

There have also been attempts over
the last 15 years to ‘activate’ those
further from the labour market (e.g.
lone parents and those claiming

benefits due to disability or ill health). Lone parents with younger children
must now attend regular ‘Work-Focused Interviews’ (WFI) and agree to an
‘Action Plan’ that anticipates their return to the labour force, and once their
youngest child is aged seven, lone parents must transfer to JSA and start looking
for suitable part-time work.35

People claiming Employment and Support Allowance (ESA, the replacement for
Incapacity Benefit) also now have conditions attached to their claim. They must
attend work capability and health assessments at the start of their claim, and those
deemed capable of working at some point in the future are required to attend
work-focused interviews as a condition of continuing to claim benefits.36

However, neither lone parents with young children nor those claiming ESA are
obliged to look for work and, in practice, nothing happens if they fail to abide by their
agreed Activity Plan. They can choose whether or not to participate in the various
support programmes available to them.37 Evidence from evaluations of the WFI
regime regularly reported limited direct impacts on employment for the majority of
lone parents38 and the flagship ‘Pathways’ policy for Incapacity Benefit claimants was
found to have no impact at all.39 Evidence also suggests that although many of those
on benefits say that they want to work, when it comes to taking positive steps to move
towards employment they do not make the effort. For instance, although 80% of lone
parents say that they want to work, only around 7% volunteered to participate in the
New Deal for Lone Parents in order to get support to find work.40

So while conditions have been introduced in an attempt to move these groups
closer the labour market, in practice these conditions are still very weak and
require very little of the claimant. The looser conditions for these groups may
even act to increase the incentive for claimants to try to move themselves further
from the labour market and claim these benefits rather than JSA.

Overall, despite the extension of conditionality since JSA was introduced, most
people who approach the state for financial assistance today are still not required
to work or do much else in return for their payments. Before the recession, Paul
Gregg reported that dependency on benefits by working-age people stood at four
million and that three-quarters of these were not actively looking for work or
participating in any employment support programme.41 We will see later that
recently announced welfare reforms do little to change this situation.
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Failures of enforcement
All rules cease to have meaning if they are not backed up by sanctions, for if
nothing happens when a rule is broken, it can and will be ignored with impunity.
For the welfare system, this means that the conditionality regime will only be
successful in driving behaviour if it is backed up with an effective sanctioning
system that punishes individuals when they do not stick to the rules. 

Critics say the use of sanctions is undermining the principal purpose of
welfare, which is to protect people from poverty (the ‘genuine need’ principle).
The typical complaint is that sanctions make poor people even poorer (two-thirds
of JSA claimants who have been sanctioned say it resulted in financial hardship),42

that they are undermining the emotional wellbeing of the most vulnerable people
in society and even that they are driving welfare claimants into crime.43 But this
argument misses the point that people will only have benefit removed or reduced
if they do not take part in the activities that they agree to as part of the condition
of benefit receipt. In short – they have a choice of whether or not to comply with
the conditions of the benefit that they receive.

This is a concept supported by most people in Britain. We highlighted earlier
that a recent poll commissioned by Policy Exchange found that nearly 70% of
people thought that ‘jobseekers should lose their unemployment benefit if they
turn down job offers...’. This agreement with the principle of sanctions is not
restricted to considering jobseekers. A 2007 survey found that 54% of the British
public thought lone parents should have their benefit cut, and another 25%
wanted it stopped altogether, if they failed to attend a Work Focused Interview.44

Claimants themselves also tend to see sanctions as fair: 75% of JSA claimants think
sanctions are fair, and even two-fifths of those who have been penalised agree
with this.45

To some extent this is reflected in the existing UK welfare system, which
already imposes sanctions on claimants who fail to meet their benefit conditions.
For instance, JSA claimants who make themselves deliberately jobless or who
refuse the offer of employment can be cut off unemployment benefit for up to
six months. Those who refuse to attend a meeting or a prescribed activity can have
their benefits suspended for variable periods (normally two weeks). Lone parents
and Incapacity Benefit claimants may also get sanctioned for failing to attend a
Work-Focused Interview, but they lose only part of their benefit.

This leads to a general observation that, in reality, the bark of the current
sanctions regime appears a lot worse than its bite. For example, most of those
12,000 JSA claimants who have a claim closed down each month after failing to
attend a Job Centre interview or appointment simply make a new claim. The average
loss of benefit they suffer is just two days. This is more a symbolic rap over the
knuckles (albeit one that is very expensive to administer) than an effective financial
penalty.46 Similarly, Frank Field reports that only 38,000 young people on the New
Deal for under-25s have been sanctioned since 1998, and in the vast majority of
cases, the loss of benefits lasted no more than two weeks.47 DWP research finds that
many young people are indifferent to the threat or application of sanctions.48 Clearly
demonstrating that sanctions like these are often not taken seriously.

The lack of ‘bite’ in the sanctions regime leads from a worry that it could inflict
financial hardship on those who refuse to comply, their partners and (in
particular) their children. This has led to the current system leaving dependents’
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supplements intact when benefits are cut. For instance, so-called ‘passported
benefits’ (such as Housing Benefit and Council Tax Benefit) are left in place, as is
Child Benefit and Child Tax Credit (CTC). These payments regularly dwarf the size
of the unemployment benefit (particularly since CTC has seen dramatic increases
since its introduction) and so the net impact of a sanction on total household
income is usually very small. Indeed some JSA claimants who are sanctioned do
not even realise that their benefit has been reduced.49 This is also the case among
single parents, where a failure to attend a Work Focused Interview results, at
worst, in a loss of 20% of unemployment benefit. Illustrative modelling shows
that when considered as a proportion of total benefit (including CTC, Housing
Benefit, Child Benefit and others) this amounts to around only 9%50 of disposable
income. It is no surprise that many apparently do not notice when they receive a
penalty.51

All these factors point towards a sanction system that is ineffective in driving
behaviour and that undermines the system of conditionality. How can sanctions
expect to impact on behaviour and promote personal responsibility when people
do not realise they are being sanctioned or see little or no change in the amounts
of benefit they receive?

The growth of ‘making work pay’
For many people on benefits there is little to be gained financially from accepting
a job. By the time they lose their Jobseeker’s Allowance and their Housing Benefit
and they start paying income tax and National Insurance, they are only a few
pounds a week better off. The Department of Work and Pensions suggests that this
means that ‘working legitimately is not a rational choice for many poor people to
make’.52 Over the last 15 years, this view has led to an attempt to tackle this
situation and to ensure that those looking to move from unemployment into
work see their incomes rise. The previous Government introduced the tax credit
system in 1999 and subsequently extended it in 2003. 

By 2010 over six million families were receiving financial support through tax
credits. This dramatic increase in the Government’s role in ‘making work pay’ is
the final aspect leading to the growth of a rights-based system. 

We highlighted earlier that the public support the idea that those claiming
out-of-work benefits should face an obligation to enter work where it is available
rather than continuing to rely on benefits. However, the making work pay agenda
undermines that approach. This is because while the use of in-work financial
support is one way of achieving the ‘less eligibility’ principle (ensuring that work
is more attractive than benefits), it also works against the other principles of the
welfare state. Rather than building on the principle of self reliance it puts the
emphasis on Government to the provide incentives to enter work. It is no longer
the case that claimants should enter work even if it pays the same as benefits.
Instead the making-work-pay approach lends implicit support to those waiting on
benefits looking for the ‘right type of job’ or a job that pays well enough.

The move towards ‘making work pay’ is also in stark contrast to a large body
of evidence that shows that, for the majority of individuals, labour market
responses to changes in financial incentives tend to be relatively small. This
literature is summarised by a recent IFS paper.53
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Most groups tend to respond most strongly to incentives to enter work
(compared to incentives to increase hours) and some groups, like lone parents,
have been highlighted as groups that respond relatively strongly to financial
incentives. But, although tax credits increased employment for lone parents, their
employment rate is still at a relatively low figure of around 55% in the UK. This
compares to other European countries that have rates of lone parent employment
nearer 70%, suggesting that there are much wider influences at play here than just
financial incentives.

For the wider population, responses to financial incentives are lower. This
means that it is unlikely that relatively small changes in financial incentives will
have large aggregate impacts on labour supply. This is what we have seen in the
UK, where despite billions of pounds of expenditure and Minimum Income
Guarantees54 that show how much people can expect to earn in work, tax credits
have failed to make a large dent in the vast numbers of workless households. Thus,
while financial incentives can be successful in moving marginal groups into work,
they are likely to be a costly and relatively blunt tool for moving large groups of
claimants into work.

In summary, the last 65 years of welfare reform have seen some stark trends: 

 the contributory principle has been eroded to the point that there is no real
distinction between those who have a strong history of contributions and
those who do not; 

 the use of conditionality and activation has been increased but in a piecemeal
fashion that means that many claimants do very little in return for the benefits
they receive; 

 where conditions do exist and are not met by the claimant, the application of
the sanctions regime means that it does not drive behaviour effectively; and 

 the recent reliance on making work pay has resulted in a very expensive shift
of focus away from personal responsibility and onto the Government
providing incentives to work. 

In combination these trends have led to the growth of a welfare dependency
culture and a rise in the concept of the ‘right to welfare’.
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3
The Approach of the Coalition

So Far

In an attempt to tackle some of these problems and to attempt to stem the rising
level of welfare dependency, the Coalition Government has taken bold steps. 

Firstly, it has announced55 reforms that will take around £18 billion out of the
welfare budget. These include measures that remove entitlements from those
families with higher incomes; that change the way in which benefits are adjusted
each year to take account of inflation; and that reform the system of extra cost and
income replacement disability benefits to ensure they are more clearly focussed
on those with the greatest needs.

Second, the new Work Programme has replaced the previous flexible New Deal
system. The Work Programme will provide intensive support for the long-term
unemployed and disadvantaged to find work, will be run by private and third sector
providers and will be based on a payment-by-results framework. This builds on the
New Deals, but shifts the balance of funding towards payment for successful
outcomes. For some groups, referral to the work programme will come at an earlier
stage of their claim than would have been the case under the New Deal.

Lastly, a fundamental remodelling of the personal tax and benefits systems has
been announced. On personal tax, rises in the income tax personal allowance to
meet the ambition of a £10,000 allowance in this Parliament (so workers earn
more before paying income tax) have been announced and the 2011 Budget
announced a consultation on how income tax and national insurance
contributions might be brought together. This consultation could have wide
ranging implications for personal taxation and the contributory principle, but
little will be known about this until after the consultation and the Government’s
response. The final announcement is that the Universal Credit, a new benefit that
will replace the majority of income-replacement benefits, Housing Benefit and
tax credits, will begin to be introduced gradually from 2013. It is this new benefit
that forms the centre of the government’s welfare reform agenda.

The Universal Credit will have three key components. First it will go some way
towards simplifying the welfare system by combining some of the bewildering
array of separate benefits and entitlements into a single payment. It will remove the
distinction between out-of-work and in-work financial support, increase ‘earnings
disregards’ (the amount a family can earn before their welfare benefit starts to be
withdrawn) and reduce benefit by a set amount per pound (the ‘single taper’)56

once earnings rise above the disregard. By doing so, it will increase incentives to
work in part-time or ‘mini-jobs’. Finally, the new benefit will be delivered in
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real-time and linked in to HMRC’s PAYE system. This means that levels of benefit
will be adjusted automatically as earnings change and this should simplify the
claims process and remove a great deal of fraud and error from the system.

These are positive steps, which should be welcomed. Any attempt to simplify
the system and allow the making-work-pay approach to function more effectively
should be applauded. But, while this will no doubt improve the current system,
there are questions over the extent to which these reforms will really tackle the
dependency culture that has built up in the UK and deliver the change in attitudes
and increase in personal responsibility that are needed to drive a significant
reduction in worklessness.

In the Impact Assessment published alongside the Welfare Reform Bill, the
Department for Work and Pensions claims that it expects a ‘reduction in the
number of workless households of around 300,000...within two to three years of
implementation’. This will only make a small inroad into the total workless
household stock of almost 3.9 million57 and, in fact, most of these 300,000
households will not actually leave welfare but will continue to claim some welfare
payment, along with some part-time earnings. 

This raises a key question over what we mean when we say we want to reduce
welfare dependency. Is the aim to get more welfare claimants into part-time
employment (while still claiming reduced levels of benefit)? Or should we be
looking to move people off welfare altogether? To be ambitious we should aim at
the latter. But the Coalition has adopted the first and this raises the question of
whether the outcomes warrant the £2.6 billion price tag. 

It is argued that by encouraging people to take ‘mini jobs’ now, more people
will be likely to step up into longer hours jobs in the future. But the evidence for
this is, at best, mixed. For instance, while some research finds positive impacts,58

other work finds that people choose mini jobs as a distinct way of life, rather than
as a route to longer-hours jobs.59 Other research finds the expected impacts to be
small or outweighed by other people reducing their hours to take on mini jobs.60

Professor Paul Gregg effectively summarises these worries in his evidence to the
Public Committee for the Welfare Reform Bill. When asked about the role of mini
jobs in helping people back into work he stated that ‘there is a fear that we are
creating a system and a design for people to take mini-jobs, but to stay there
instead of progressing and becoming more independent of the tax and benefits
system’ and that ‘we are creating an incentive to work a little…but people will
tend to stick there’.61 This leaves questions over whether we can expect any real
reduction in welfare dependency.

To an extent, these reforms are also just a continuation of the trend of the last 15
years – with governments spending successively more money to target work
incentives. It is estimated that when fully up and running, Universal Credit will
increase welfare expenditure by £2.6 billion a year.62 Critics will argue that this
estimate is likely to be on the low side: the figure relies on the new IT system
delivering £2 billion of reductions in fraud and error in order to offset the increase
in expenditure of £4.6 billion. Government also has a knack for underestimating costs
and overestimating savings. This means that the final costs could well be over £3
billion. With these associated costs, and the relatively small impact they are likely to
have on dependency, we are left questioning whether the making-work-pay approach
can ever be the key tool to ensuring a dramatic reduction in welfare dependency. 
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Chapter 2 highlighted both the desire of government to ‘make work pay’ and
the erosion of the contributory principle as drivers of the rise in welfare
dependency in Britain. It explained that there was no longer a clear link between
contributions and entitlement to benefit and that the shift of focus away from
self-reliance to government having to incentivise individuals to work had led to a
shift in attitudes and a rise in the concept of the ‘right to welfare’. The reforms
announced by the Coalition so far do little to address these trends. So the next
steps in welfare reform need to focus on these areas.

A need for a renewed link between contributions and benefit
Contributory JSA and ESA are going to be retained and perched alongside the
Universal Credit system but the links between contributions and benefits have not
been strengthened as conditions and rates will not change. This brings into
question the Coalition’s long-term plans for the contributory principle. This
question is also raised by the announcement of the consultation into how income
tax and national insurance contributions could be brought together. 

The welfare reforms mean that the only real advantage for those claiming
contributory JSA or ESA is that they are able to claim while retaining their savings.
However, in future they will have to claim two separate benefits to gain this
advantage (JSA/ESA and Universal Credit). This leaves complexity in the system
without delivering any greater link between contribution records and the benefits
received.

As noted above, a majority of British people think that state benefits should
only be paid to people who have previously paid national insurance and taxes.
This would be a very strongly contributory system. But in fact the current UK
system is one of the least contributory in the developed world. Whatever its other
merits, Universal Credit does nothing to build a greater distinction between these
claimants with and without a contribution record. Renewing the contributory
principle would re-establish a stronger link between rights and responsibilities
and re-emphasise individual responsibility rather than a reliance on state support.

A need for a strengthened conditionality regime
The Coalition has discussed reforms to conditionality and the sanctions regime
and laid out plans for reform in the Welfare Reform Bill. Before that they appeared
in the welfare reform White Paper. When this was published, the proposals for
tightening conditions and sanctions led to strong opposition from pressure
groups committed to unconditional welfare rights. Oxfam, for example, warned
that ‘punishing [non-compliant claimants] as if they are criminals repaying a debt
to society is not a fair way to treat someone entitled to support’. Save the Children
complained about ‘sanctions creating a climate of fear’.63 But, in reality, the
proposed reforms do very little to extend the principles beyond where the
previous Government had taken them. Indeed, Iain Duncan Smith has recently
stated that ‘...the principles behind that conditionality haven’t really changed, and
won’t change as we go forward’.64

The Government has introduced four-week Work Activity Placements, but these
are intended primarily as an anti-fraud device to prevent people claiming and
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working at the same time, rather than as a form of ‘workfare’. Advisors in
jobcentres will be able to refer a small number of claimants into a workfare-type
scheme if they believe they are consistently non-compliant with the requirements
placed on them. However, when we compare the requirements in Britain with
some other countries, we see that claimants are not being asked to fulfil
particularly onerous conditions. A number of countries have a much stronger role
for workfare type arrangements (USA,
Australia and Germany) and in some
(Sweden and Australia) unemployed are
expected to be able to move regions in
order to find employment.

The Department for Work and
Pensions research65 also suggests that
the average JSA claimant spends only
seven hours a week searching for work.
Other recent work suggests that this
could in fact be even lower. A study by
Krueger and Mueller suggests that JSA
claimants spend on average as little as eight minutes per day searching for work.66

With such little time spent looking for work, it is apparent why the prospect of
low wage work and a full working week can be unattractive to some people.

This lack of progress on conditionality is driven by the belief that it is ‘almost
impossible’ to encourage welfare claimants back to work through activity
conditions while they can ‘justifiably claim they are financially better off out of
work’.67 Iain Duncan Smith, takes this further by suggesting that the principal
lever shifting people from welfare into work must be financial, not moral. He
says: ‘It’s no good teaching [claimants] about moral purpose, or lecturing them
about their obligations, or telling them how good work is for the condition of
man. That is never going to be understood by them. The one factor that governs
decisions at that level is money.’68

While the political point being made here is understandable, there are two
objections to it. Firstly, many people do leave welfare for work in low wage jobs,
when on this analysis, it is not really ‘rational’ for them to do so. Other factors,
including a sense of responsibility, are in fact influencing them – and powerfully so. 

Secondly, the majority of voters disagree with the moral point being expressed.
As noted above 70% believe that people should be made to accept jobs that pay
the same or less than they would receive in benefits. People do believe that there
is an obligation to support yourself if you can and only 14% of those interviewed
thought that low rewards to work were the main cause of long-term
unemployment.

Evidence also suggests that strengthening requirements on benefit claimants
is the most effective way of moving people into work more quickly. The
increased conditionality in the UK system signalled by the introduction of
Jobseekers Allowance has been shown to have increased the off-flow rate from
benefit by around nine percentage points.69 International evidence also
suggests that increased conditionality has been effective at reducing
unemployment in many OECD countries. One report suggests that job-search
reporting and regular interviews with advisors increase the probability of
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exiting benefit by between 15% and 30%.70 These measures are both relatively
cheap and very successful and more should be done to strengthen them in the
UK system.

The effectiveness of ‘work for benefit’ schemes
Conditionality can also go further than just requiring claimants to prove that they
are actively seeking work. For many years there has been a debate around the
merits of ‘workfare’ or work-for-your-benefit type schemes. These require
claimants to work in return for their benefit and have most famously been used
in the United States. In the US the use of workfare has been part of a series of
reforms that have dramatically cut benefit caseloads, but it is not the only country
where workfare has been used. Other countries such as Australia, Denmark,
Germany and Switzerland all have requirements based on workfare or
participation in other formal schemes. Evidence suggests that the requirement to
move onto these schemes has been effective in increasing exits from benefits. A
summary of the results from these schemes suggests that they can increase exit
rates from benefit by up to 65% in the weeks before the scheme starts.71

Surprisingly, such an approach has also been tested for some claimants who
had been on benefit for more than two years in the UK. Just before the 1997
election the Department for Work and Pensions published the results of these
workfare trials in Hull and Medway. These showed that claimants in the pilot areas
were ‘more likely to get a job than similar clients in the comparison offices’.72 In
fact, just under half of the 6,800 participants signed off before workfare
conditions kicked in.73 This result astonished administrators and commentators.
At the time, in an article titled ‘Workfare really works’, Polly Toynbee wrote in the
Independent:

What became of the 3,100 who have signed off? Only 920 announced that they had got jobs.
Where are the others? Did they find the prospect of three months’ compulsory work so terrible
that they chose to starve instead? Have they been frightened by bullying interrogators out of
drawing the dole rightfully due to them? Opponents of workfare put these propositions forward,
but rather sheepishly.

More likely, many were claiming falsely. Either they already had full- time jobs paying them
above benefit levels (we are not talking here about earning a little extra on the side) or they
were well able to get jobs once pushed. The Low Pay Unit complains that many have been pushed
into unsuitable work, but after two years, is that so unreasonable?

International experience has shown that workfare policies are effective, primarily
because they create a strong motivation for people to find other jobs. As Polly
Toynbee noted above, the off-flow rates associated with workfare do not happen
during the claim, as people are ground down by the rigour of a working week;
but rather on day one, before they’ve even showed up. 

Again, as well as being effective, measures such as these are supported by the
British public. Earlier we highlighted new evidence from a poll commissioned by
Policy Exchange that demonstrated that 79% of people think that some long-term
benefit claimants should have to engage in community work in order to keep
their state benefits. 
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Overall, a great deal of both British and international evidence shows that
placing conditions on benefit receipt is a successful and cost-effective way of
moving claimants back into work.74 Much more needs to be done to increase the
requirements on jobseekers to ensure they spend more time seeking work and to
ensure that those on unemployment benefits cannot enjoy a better quality of life
than their working peers might expect. Evidence shows that this approach would
be effective in ensuring that they move back to work more quickly.

A need to back up conditions with an effective sanctions
regime
While taking steps to simplify the welfare system and increase the returns to
work, the Coalition is not taking significantly firmer action on those who
deliberately flout their responsibilities. We support the Coalition’s proposals to
adopt a staged approach to sanctioning, where the size of sanction increases with
the severity of the behaviour that instigated the sanction and number of times a
claimant has not complied with the conditions. But we do not feel that this goes
far enough to make the sanctioning system effective in changing behaviour. At a
recent Work and Pensions Select Committee evidence session,75 Iain Duncan Smith
assured the members that 

child benefit would not be caught up [in a sanction], and other child-related matters such as
housing, council tax benefit and disability premia will not be caught up in the sanctioning
process. They already aren’t, and they won’t be; there is no plan for that to change.

We noted earlier that this sort of approach can lead to the sanctions system being
ineffective at driving behaviour, since these other benefits dwarf the size of JSA.
This means that households are unlikely to see dramatic changes to take-home
income if JSA (for instance) were sanctioned, but these benefits protected. 

We realise that withholding money from families with children poses serious
dilemmas. Allowing children to suffer cannot be an option, but it is absurd for
people in breach of activity conditions to see little change in their benefits or be
given hardship payments to ameliorate the impact of the penalty. This view is
shared by the British public. Policy Exchange’s recent report, Just Deserts?, reported
that one in five of those interviewed thought that claimants subject to a sanction
‘should lose all their benefits, regardless of what hardship it causes’. Furthermore,
nearly half of people interviewed thought that claimants who were subject to a
sanction should receive a ‘substantial (50%) cut in benefit income’. This would be
a far larger sanction than most people experience at present.

Research into sanctioning systems also suggest that sanctions are effective. For
instance, over half of JSA claimants report that the threat of sanctions makes them
more likely to look for work.76 UK evidence also suggests that most of those who
have been sanctioned say that they would not repeat the behaviour that led them
to being sanctioned.77 International evidence also shows wide ranging support for
welfare sanctions, even amongst those who have been sanctioned themselves.78

These findings are backed up by academic research, which tends to show that
sanctions are effective at increasing the likelihood of claimants moving off benefit
and into work. For example, van Ours and van der Klaauw investigate the impacts
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of reforms in Rotterdam and find that while benefit sanctions were effective in
increasing job finding rates, increased financial incentives through
re-employment bonuses were not.79 A range of other studies also show that
conditionality requirements are most effective when backed up by sanctions and
that sanctions increase job-finding rates.80,81,82 Other research looks at the optimal
size of sanctions. In line with the views of the public, this tends to suggest that
they should be larger than currently seen in the EU,83 with one recent paper
suggesting that the most effective sanction is for 100% of benefit income.84

This wide-spread support for sanctioning and the conclusions on the size of
sanctions are clearly at odds with the current system of sanctions in the UK and
with where the Government’s reforms are heading. For this reason we need to be
more imaginative in finding a way to make the sanctions system work better. It
must be reformed to more effectively penalise claimants who do not comply with
requirements placed on them so that it drives behaviour. However, while doing
this, it must also be aware of the less positive aspects of sanctions that might also
occur. A recent Joseph Rowntree Foundation85 paper and another by Arni, Lalive
and Ours86 both highlight some of these aspects (including poverty, outcomes for
children and crime), while confirming that there is positive evidence on the
success of sanctions systems in increasing benefit exit rates.

Helping the hardest to help
The question of sanctions and conditionality also brings about wider questions
for people who in principle could work (i.e. they are not placed in the
work-related-activity or support group from the ESA assessment, and they have
no young children to look after), but who in practice seem incapable of achieving
or sustaining self-reliance.

The Work Programme will now begin to provide the kind of intensive support
that these groups will need to move back to the labour market, but these reforms
need to go further. To really tackle this problem, more must be done to identify
these problem groups who are at risk of spending extended periods on benefit
and refer them more quickly to providers in the Work Programme.

This criticism is not new. In his review of conditionality for the previous
Government, Paul Gregg suggested that because of the ‘potential importance of
finding a more sophisticated mechanism to identify [those with greater
disadvantages] ... the Government should ... assess whether it is possible to
develop a more accurate and individualised screening tool’.87 However, because
of worries of cost-effectiveness and deadweight, we do not see enough of this
approach in the Work Programme. This means that by the time some of these
groups reach the private sector provider, they will have spent a year on benefits
and may be so far from the labour market that they end up requiring
interventions that are too costly for providers to make it profitable to help them.
This is known as ‘parking’. 

This sort of parking is damaging to the support for the welfare state. If we are
to ask more of claimants in return for the benefits they receive, then this must go
hand in hand with consistent and fairly applied support for those who need a
helping hand in getting back to work. This means that we need to do more the
ensure that those with the greatest needs are properly supported towards work
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and that the service provided by both Jobcentre Plus and private providers give
support which is proportional and appropriate to claimants with greatly differing
requirements and barriers to work.

A new approach is needed
We have argued that the current welfare system is in need of reform to reinstate
personal responsibility and to reduce benefit dependency. The Coalition’s
approach is based on good intentions: the change to earnings disregards and taper
rates may encourage some people to pick up a few hours per week of work to
combine with their benefit. However, DWP’s projections suggest that the current
approach on its own will not be enough to lead to a more substantial shift out of
welfare dependency into full-time employment and self-sufficiency. 

This leads to our argument that the Government needs to recognise the limits
to making work pay. If we are serious about reducing benefit dependency,
tweaking taper rates and disregards will not be enough: incentivising work is
important, but it should not be the sole or driving focus of welfare reform. We
need a shift in emphasis. Both the views of the British people and our analysis
suggest that there are four major failings in the welfare state that will not be
tackled by the proposed reforms:

1. The system lacks a clear contributory principle that would re-instate the link
between the national insurance contributions people make and the benefits
that they can receive;

2. The conditionality regime is not strong enough to impact upon the culture of
welfare dependency that has developed in the UK and to ensure that people
are targeting a move from benefits to self sufficiency; 

3. When individuals do not comply with the conditionality system, the sanctions
regime is not always acting to drive changes in behaviour; and

4. Reforms to support for the hardest to help groups are unlikely to be effective
in helping the very hardest to help.

Without bold steps to tackle each of these areas it seems unlikely that we will
make real progress in reducing welfare dependency and re-introducing personal
responsibility and self-reliance at the heart of the welfare system. The next chapter
highlights five areas where urgent reform is needed to do just that.
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4
Reinstating Personal

Responsibility

We have highlighted that a new approach to welfare reform is needed, and that
we believe that there are five areas where urgent reforms are needed in order to
really tackle, and not further encourage, welfare dependency.

1) Doing more for benefit: Conditions on claimants should be increased so that
more time each week has to be spent engaging in job search. The ambition
should be that job search becomes more like the typical 35 hour week of those
in full time employment. This should apply for all of those in receipt of state
benefits (including in-work recipients). This means that conditionality should
be about helping people move to become totally self-reliant and free from
state support, not just moving people into 16 hour jobs. For some groups this
might involve a workfare placement.

2) Work-first and ‘preferred work’: The length of time some claimants can
spend searching for their ‘preferred work’ should be reduced. Those claimants
who do not qualify for contribution-based JSA should be required to search
for any work from day one of their claim, rather than the current situation
where they are allowed to turn down non-preferred jobs for the first 12
weeks. As a general rule, where people claiming welfare are capable of
working, they should be required to look for work and to accept employment
when it is offered, even if it pays no more than their welfare benefit.

3) Effective sanctions: Sanctions need to become a stronger tool for influencing
the behaviour of those who fail to fulfil activity conditions. Instead of
impacting on only one part of one benefit, they should be more closely related
to total benefit eligibility. They should not necessarily be topped up by other
government payments. To ensure that dependents are not negatively affected,
innovative solutions need to be developed. For instance claimants who are
sanctioned might have their benefits paid through smart cards that limit the
sorts of goods that can be bought. Managed payments for rent and bills and
the use of non-financial sanctions might also be considered.

4) Reinstating a link between contributions and benefit receipt: In order to
re-establish a ‘something for something’ approach, a stronger link needs to be
created between the National Insurance Contributions (NICs) individuals
make and the benefits they can receive if they fall on hard times. This could
include stronger conditionality for those without a contribution record and
higher benefit levels for those who have contributed. The Government should
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widen their consultation on NICs and income tax to investigate this area. This
should explore innovative solutions like the creation of a personal welfare
account, funded from NICs, that could replace contributory JSA and sit above
Universal Credit.

5) Segmentation and early referral: To ensure that claimants who are unlikely
to find work on their own are not left on benefit for extended periods of time,
we need to find better ways of segmenting and fast-tracking claimants to the
Work Programme. Doing this would ensure that those who need the most
help are transferred to the Work Programme quickly and receive intensive
support to get back to work. Ways in which contracts can incentivise Work
Programme providers not to ‘park’ hard-to-help claimants should also be
explored.

Why this approach is right
These proposals will strengthen the welfare system. They will require more of
claimants; toughen up sanctions; and re-establish the link between contributions
and benefit. They will re-instate self-reliance and personal responsibility at the
heart of the welfare system.

As such they are likely to be fiercely resisted by critics of conditional welfare
who feel that the demands made on welfare claimants and the sanctions imposed
against those who do not comply have already gone too far. But, these arguments
will defend an unconditional welfare rights system by emphasising the principle
of need while ignoring the other two principles of self-reliance and less
eligibility.

For example, some commentators will argue: that requiring claimants to spend
longer each week undertaking work-related activity is wrong if it does not
directly benefit them; that low wage employment does not guarantee that people
are lifted out of poverty; that minimum wage work is ‘menial, badly-paid and
repetitive’88 and does not necessarily raise self-esteem. 

All of this is true, but such considerations are misguided and patronising. Many
people work all their lives in jobs that others view as badly-paid and unattractive
but they do not expect to be offered welfare as an alternative. If there are
legitimate jobs that need doing and there are people on welfare capable of doing
them, they should be expected to accept this work rather than staying on benefits,
regardless of the quality of the experience it may offer them. This is the
underlying principle of ‘rights and responsibilities’.

Other commentators will say that imposing activity conditions on welfare
claimants stops them looking for work and that time spent on the activity could
be better spent on job search.89 This argument might be more compelling if JSA
claimants were spending more than eight minutes per day looking for work. The
less eligibility principle again applies here: people in jobs commonly look for new
employment while holding down an existing full-time position, so similar things
should be expected of welfare claimants. The underlying presumption is that it is
not unreasonable to ask a claimant to undertake a similar length of work-related
activity each week as a person working full time.

Another critical argument is that people on welfare make a ‘contribution to
society’ in some way other than by working and that this establishes their right
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to financial support. In the case of full-time carers (e.g. people caring for disabled
partners, or parents caring for infants) this is a strong argument. They are
currently exempt from activity conditions in our welfare system and will
continue to be so in the reformed system too.

There is also the argument that welfare conditionality undermines basic human
rights by requiring claimants to work in return for benefits.90 The Coalition’s
conditional welfare proposals have been attacked by one journalist for ‘creating a
class of chain-gang conscripts’91 and Australia’s system of mutual obligation has
been attacked as ‘exploitative’, ‘unjust’ and in breach of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights’ prohibition of ‘forced or compulsory

labour’.92 But how can it be
‘exploitative’ to offer somebody
financial assistance on condition that
they do something in return? On this
logic, human rights are violated every
time an employer issues an instruction
in the workplace. 

Another worry is that there are not
enough jobs for people on welfare to

do. The Institute for Public Policy Research, for example, has claimed that with
unemployment at 8%, and more than five unemployed people for every notified
vacancy, it is unrealistic for the Coalition government to demand that welfare
claimants find jobs: ‘UK businesses lack the capacity to absorb our swollen
unemployed workforce’.93 But this is an unconvincing argument. Many vacancies
are never officially notified (e.g. they are advertised internally, or people get to
hear about them through informal networks), so the demand for labour is much
higher than the official statistics indicate. And even in a tight labour market, new
jobs come on stream every day. It has been calculated that the average jobseeker
could still expect to get a job within six months even if there were 16
unemployed people for every official vacancy.94 The Office For National Statistics
most recently reported that there were around 500,000 vacancies in the economy,
meaning that the current figure is around five unemployed people for every
official vacancy.95

Obviously, in tighter economic circumstances, it will be harder for people on
welfare to find employment, but we still need to ensure (a) that when jobs do
come up, people on welfare are pushed into applying for them, and (b) that until
they get a job, claimants remain actively engaged in tasks roughly comparable to
working.

Finally, there is the worry that more demanding welfare conditions will deter
genuinely needy people from applying for help. We have already seen there is some
evidence from America that the radical welfare reforms introduced there may have
kept some single parents off benefits even though they have no other source of
income. There is obviously a risk that people with multiple problems who need
help (e.g. substance abusers, or people with severe emotional or psychological
problems) may drop out of the system if too much is demanded of them. 

There is clearly a legitimate concern. We should not assume that when jobless
people are prompted by activity conditions to avoid welfare, they are always left
in a vulnerable situation with no source of income. Nevertheless, some
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“If there are legitimate jobs that need doing

and there are people on welfare capable of doing

them, they should be expected to accept this work

rather than staying on benefits, regardless of the

quality of the experience it may offer them”



able-bodied people of working-age do obviously have problems that make it
more difficult for them to hold down a regular job and if they are deterred from
claiming benefits, they may not be able to cope unaided. The real question we
need to ask, therefore, is this: once we have deterred those who can look after
themselves from staying on benefits, what should be done for those who
remain? Better targeting and tailored support available within the Work
Programme and greater incentives for providers to avoid ‘parking’ could be used
to address these concerns.

There are clearly more detailed areas to consider. This is the first in a series of
reports on welfare reform from Policy Exchange. Future reports will build on the
areas for reform that we have laid out here and explain how specific reforms can
fit with both the Universal Credit and the Work Programme, and finally start to
reduce welfare dependency in Britain.
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Conclusion

The last 15 years of welfare reform has focussed on making work pay and rights
and responsibilities. It has failed to make a dent in the 5.4 million working age
individuals living in workless households, and has focused responsibilities on the
state rather than the individual. It is time to rebalance the welfare system.

Iain Duncan Smith says the Coalition’s reform proposals represent ‘the most
exciting thing to have come out of a government in forty years’.96 It is certainly
true that the Work Programme and the Universal Credit represent important and
significant reforms. However, they simply extend the approach of the last 15 years
of trying to make work pay and shifting responsibility from the claimant to the
state. They do not provide the radical change in direction needed.

Iain Duncan Smith is right that the opportunity to radically overhaul our
welfare system only comes around once in a generation. So to be successful in
reducing benefit dependency bolder steps must be taken to drive through changes
that reinstate personal responsibility into the welfare system. This report has laid
out where the next steps in welfare reform should be. We have argued that the
Government must rebalance its approach across the three principles of reform we
have highlighted. In particular, it must ensure that people do not claim benefits if
they do not need to (the self-reliance principle) and that welfare dependency
does not come to be seen as more desirable than low-paid work (the ‘less
eligibility’ principle).

This is the first of a series of Policy Exchange reports that will show how a new
approach to welfare reform can finally make inroads into welfare dependency in
Britain. We have proposed five areas that should form the next steps in welfare
reform. Some of the areas of reform we suggest will not be popular with some
commentators and interest groups. They would increase links between
contribution history and benefit receipt; require claimants to do more in order to
be eligible for benefit; and place tougher sanctions on those claimants that choose
not to comply with the requirements placed on them. They will re-introduce
self-reliance at the centre of the welfare system, while protecting and providing
intensive support for the most vulnerable. 

While unpopular with some, the approach is supported by the British public
and future reports in this series will outline in more detail both how they can be
used to reduce welfare dependency and why they are fair.
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The UK has now had nearly 15 years of government trying to ‘make work pay’ through

a system of in-work financial support (tax credits). But despite tens of billions of pounds

of expenditure there are currently 5.4 million working age people and 1.9 million

children living in workless households in Britain. Over 2.6 million people have been on

out-of-work benefits for over half of the last decade and there are now 6.4 million

families in receipt of tax credits. The government has accepted that the welfare system

is broken. Welfare dependency and a belief in the right to welfare has grown in the UK

and there is now a significant segment of unemployment benefit claimants who feel

they have the right to stay on benefit until they find a job that fits their expectations

of both job type and pay.

The introduction of Universal Credit and the Work Programme is likely to make some

progress in helping some families into work. But on their own, these measures are

unlikely to drive the change in attitudes and reduction in worklessness that is

necessary. To really start to tackle the problems of worklessness and benefit

dependency a new approach is needed.

This report argues that the balance between rights and responsibilities in the welfare

state is wrong. The government is now committed to ensuring that jobs pay for benefit

claimants, rather than requiring claimants to take any available work. To tackle this,

conditions on benefit claimants should be increased and this should be backed up with

more effective sanctions. In return, claimants will start to see stronger links between

the National Insurance Contributions they have paid in and what they can get out and

those with the greatest needs will get greater support. This would be a fair deal

between the state and the individual that delivers a welfare system with personal

responsibility at its core.


